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PART I

I. These submissions are in a fom} suitable for publication on the internet.

ISSUESPART n

2. This appeal raises the following qtiestions conceimng the construction of s 330(4)(a) of

the Proc, ^ofs of trime Act 2002 (Cth) (the Act):

(1) Does the tenn "third party" include a person who is party to the transaction that

causes property to become the proceeds or an instrument of an offence, even if the

person is not complicit in any criminal offending?

(11) Can a person prove that he or she has acquired property "for sufficient

consideration" even if he or she fails to prove a causal connection between the

payment of money aiTd the receipt of the property?

(111) CalT a person rely on ignorance of the law in order to escape a finding that

"property was acquired in circumstances that would arouse a reasonable

suspicion" that the property was the proceeds or instrument of an offence?

3. The appellants failed on all three of the above issues in the Court of Appeal (on the first

issue by majority, and on the second and third issues unanimously). To succeed in this

appeal, they must succeed on all three issues.

NOTICE OF A CONSTITUTIONAL MATTERPART 111

FORM OF SUBMISSIONS

10

20

4. No notice is required under s 78B of the ladi, lory A, t 1903 (Cth)

MATERIAL FACTSPART IV

5

6.

To the facts identified by the appellants, the respondent adds the following.

The first and second appellants were sophisticated investors, accustomed to transferring

large sums of money across national borders and to dealing with currency controls and

disclosure requirements: Lordianto v Commissioner of the Australian Federal Pofice

120181 NSWCA199 (CA) at 11621 ICAB1071 (BearleyP andPayneIA)

Ms Koeriti"

The second appellant (Ms Koernia) gave evidence that, despite having ill the past

transferred money to Australia by inter-bank transfers, she decided to use money

remitters in Indonesia by reason of the fact tlTey did not charge fees and offered a more

30
7
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favourable eXchange rate: Commissioner of the Allsti, o1^tin Federal Police v Lordianto

120171 NSWSC 1196 (PJ) at 1601, 1/141 ICAB 23,381. On the instruction of the

remitters, she separated very large sums of Indonesian rupiah into smaller amounts, and

deposited them in a series of separate transactions into a number of different banl<

accounts, Including accounts of persons who were not the ren}itters and whom she did

not kilow: PI 1601-[611,1/14] ICAB 23,381; Respondent's Book of Further Materials

(ERFl\, D at 22:46,23:15,25:09; 26:17-21. These included multiple transactions on the

same day. The primary judge dismissed as "wholly unconvincing" Ms Koemia's

evidence as to why, at some inconvenience to herself, she followed this procedure

PI 1/151 tCAB 38-391

11} one instance, on 5 June 2015, Ms Koemia made two separate transfers, each under

500 million hidonesian rupiah, into the same account (Karhane Sanm), within some

30 seconds of each other. Ms Koemia said the money remitter told her that some

people prefer that deposits into their account be below 500 million rupiali: PI 16/1,

1651-[671,1/14]-1/15] tCAB 23-24,2526,281; CA 1143j ICAB 1021; ERFM 27:25-

29:09. On the same day, Ms Koemia also made three additional transfers, again each

under 500 million hidonesiaiT rupiah, into a different account, withn a few minutes of

each other: PI 16/1 ICAB 23-241. The learned primary judge found Ms Koemia's

evidence in relation to he^ kilowledge about threshold reporting requirements In

Indonesia to be unconvincing, and the Court of Appeal agreed with that conclusion: PI

1/151; CA 11621 ICAB1071.

Ms Koentia gave evidence that her instructions to and from the money remitters were

never given in witing: PI 1621 ICAB 241. At no stage did Ms Koernta obtain any

written receipt or acl^lowledgment that she had paid the Indonesian rupiah into the

Indonesian bank accounts in accordance with the directions given by the money

remitters (even when depositing large amounts into the accounts of strangers) : PI 1621

ICAB 241; RBFM 15:36-36.23:07,23:20,25:13-41. Ms Koemia's evidence was that

she did not make any enquiiies to ascertain whether or not the money relnttters with

whom she dealt were authorised under hidonesian law: REFM 42:07-22

Of the total of $45 million deposited into the appellants' Commonwealth Bark of

Australia (CBA) accounts in the period from 22 October 2013 to 5 August 2015, in

most cases this was by deposits in amounts under $10,000: CA 1121 ICAB 641. A total

of $2,786,062 was deposited into the appellants' balk accounts by way of 390 deposits

10 8
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in sums of less tliaiT $10,000: PI 1431-1441; CA 1201 tCAB 18,661. The deposits were

made in cash, at various banl< branches across New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria,

South Australia and Western Australia: CA 1201 ICAB 661. On one particular day, no

fewer than 35 cash deposits were made into the one account, at branches in both I^!SW

and Victorta, and antii amounts of less than $10,000: PI 1401 ICAB 17-181

Although she did not use IntelTiet banking (As 161), Ms Koemia telephoned her coiTtact

in the relevant branclT of the GBA to ensure that funds had been deposited into ITer

accotints: PI 1621; CA 1151 ICU324,651. She tallied up the individual deposits to

ensure the total sum corresponded to the sum of her deposits in indonesia: PI 1621; CA

1151 tCAB 24,651; ERFM 47:OS-25,49:41-50:34. She also received paper copies of

her banl< statemeITts which disclosed the deposits, the branches at which they had been

made, and that they had beei} made in cash: PI 1621,1/161 ICAB 24,391. She read the

account statements when they arrived: PI 1621,1/161, 1/201 ICAB 24,391; ERFM

47:35-41. The primary judge rejected as "unconvincing" Ms Koemia's claim that she

did not find the method of deposit into her Australiai} accounts to be odd or unusual: PI

1/161 ICAB 391.

From the infonnation given to her by the CBA representatives and from the bank

statements, Ms Koemia was aware that numerous cash deposits in small amounts were

being paid into her bank accounts: PJ 1/201 ICAB 401, CA 1171,1144j ICAB 65,1031;

ERFM 51:30-32,52:05-08. She was aware that almost 400 cash deposits of amounts

under $10,000 were being made into her accounts at branches across Australia:

CA 11631 ICAB 1071; unFM 52:10-12. Ms Koemia gave evidence that she knew that

a very large number of them were being made within a single day: RBFM 52:14-16

She said that she did not make any enquiry of the money remitters in hTdonesia or of the

GBA as to why deposits were being made in that fonn or in those amounts: PI 1621,

1/161; CA1171 ICAB 24,39,651; ERFM 52:39-53:05. She did not kilow the identity

of any of the depositors: CA 1181 ICAB 651; anFM 52:34-37

M, , Loi. dimzto

Both appellants accepted that Ms Koemia kept the first appellant (Mr Lordianto)

infonned of the various deposits into the accounts and the manlier in which the money

was paid to the Indonesian money remitters: PJ 1641,11/11,1/201 tCAB 25,37-38,401;

CA 11441 ICAB 1031.

11
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14 Mr Lordiaiito gave evidence that he imew, in the period from 2013 to 2015, that his

wife was Inaking arrangements to send large sums of money for' investment in their

bank accounts in Australia by using money remitters and he TOGOgi}ised that t}Te amount

of money his wife was transferring to Australia was a significant amount given what he

earned during that perlod: PI 1641,11/11 ICAB 25,37-381; ERFM 62:19-28. He also

kilow that his wife was transferring large sinns of hidonesian rupiah, at the direction of

money remitters, into various accounts in TITdoneSia

On Mr Lordianto's evidence, his wife:

(a) complained to him that it was time-consttming for her to Inake a lot of deposits

rather than one deposit at the direction of the money remitters: RBFM 72:50-

73:02;

(b) told him that tl}e money remitters were asking her to make a series of deposits

into various accounts in Indonesian rupialT, rather than just making one bar^

transfer to the money remitters: ERFM 72:37-41;

(c) told him that she was not receiving any receipts or written acknowledgment from

the money remitters that recorded the deposits she was being asked by them to

make: REFM 73:04-07,79:10-14; and

(d) told him that, on each of the occasions she had made an arrangeinent with the

money remitters to transfer money to Australia, she was careful to check that the

agreed amount of money had in fact aiTived in the GBA cash invesiment accounts;

and that she had done so by tallying LIP the many small cash deposits that were

showing in the GBA cash investriTent accounts: anFM 73:09-74:02,79:16-20

Mr Lordianto had access to the account statements for the GBA cash invesiment

account, which were sent to their address in Singapore, if he chose to look at them. He

gave evidence that he could not remember whether he saw them at the time: RBFM

75:24-76:01

Mr Lordianto was aware that his wife was dealing with two particular money remitters

in the period from 2013 to 2015. He did not take any steps to check whether or not

those two particular money chaiTgers were legal, regulated money remitters in

hidonesia. NOT did ITe ask his wife to confirm that they were legal and regulated money

remitters: unFM 75:03-14

15
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PART V

Statutory SChe"Ie

18. The pitncipal objects of the Act include to deprive persons of the proceeds of offences

and the instnurients of offences, and to undennine the profitability of criminal

enterprises. ' Consistently with those objects, the Act aims to effect such deprivation of

the proceeds of crime and, more generally, of the benefits of crime; to prevent the

reinvestmerit of those proceeds and benefits; to punish and deter breaches of the law;

and to enable law enforcement authorities to trace the fruits of offences. ' Forfeiture

schemes of the kind created by the Act ITave long been recognised, both within and

outside Australia, as a means of deteiTing serious criminal activity of the kind that

generates large profits or results in the accumulation of significant assets. '

19. The Act pursues its objects through a scheme for the restraint of proceeds and

instruments of crime which can operate without any need for a finding as to the

coriumission of a particular offerTce (s 19(4)); which adopts wide definitions of

"property', "proceeds", "Instrument" and "derived' (ss 338,329,336); and which

includes special rules to extend the circunTstances in whiclT property "becomes" and

"remains", and to narrow the circunTstances in which property "ceases" to be, the

proceeds or instrument of an offence (s 330). Once property is restrained, the Act then

provides various means by which property that is subject to a restraining order may be

forfeited to the Coriumonwealth (ss 47.48,49,92)

20. There are certain circumstaiTces in which a person with an interest in property the

subject of a restraining order nTay apply to have their Interest excluded from that order,

which also removes that 11Tterest from the reach of the forfeitare regime. ' However,

consistently with the intended reach of the Act "the circumstances are limited and the

conditions strict".' The Act is not properly described as beneficial legislation. To the

extent that the appellants submit that s 330(4)(a) should be construed widely on account

ARGUMENT

10

20

2

3

30

Proneeds of Gini, Act 2002 (Cth), ss 5(a), 5(da)
Commissione" of the Kushal^in FederalPo/^be v Hn"! (2018) 262 CLR 76 (Hayt) at 89 1321 (GOTdon I)
International Finance 77.11st Coli!pany Liniited v Nav Soulh \dies Crime Coini??ission (2009) 240 CLR 319
at 345 1291 (French CJ)
Proceeds ofCri, rigkt2002 (Cth), ss 29.31
Ha, .I at 1321 (GOTdon I). See also, by analogy, DPP (Pic) , re (2007) 232 CLR 562 (DPP (Pity , Le) at 1331
(GUIrunow and Hayne IJ)

4
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.

of its purported "beneficial pulpose" (As 121), that submission attempts to divorce tl}e

provision from its statutory context, and should be rejected. '

Relevantly for present purposes, an applicant may seek an exclusion order by showing

that their interest in property the subject of a restraining order is neither the proceeds of

an Indictable offence nor an instrument of a serious offence. ' All applicant for an

exclusion order bears the onIIS of proving on the balance of probabilities that the

relevant circumstances apply. '

Before thriving to the grounds of appeal, which concern the various criteria that the

appellants failed to prove when they applied for the exclusion order, it is necessary to be

clear about the nature of the "property" that is in issue. The starting point is that the

relevant restraining order that was made under s 19 of the Act restrained property

identified as "funds standing to the credit of' five specified bank accounts held with the

Coriumonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA). The application to exclude property from

t}Tat restraining order' likewise songlTt to exclude their interest in the "funds standing to

the credit OF' those accounts. However, the primary judge found that the property in

question was not properly identified as "funds standing to the credit of' the CBA

accounts. instead, her Honour held that the relevant property was a chose in action that

entitled the appellants "to require the GBA to pay to them all or part of whatever

amount was credited to the accounts at the time of their choosing": PI 1781 ICAB 291.

While the value of that right varied as deposits or withdrawals were made, the chose in

action did not vary: PJ 1781 ICAB 291. That analysis led her Honour to hold that, as the

relevant choses in action (one for each account) were acquired when the appellants first

opened each CBA account, and as that occurred prior to the commission of the offences,

no property was acquired by the appellants to which s 330(4) could apply. Property was

not acquired each time a cash deposit was made because, while that altered tlTe value of

the pre-existing chose in action, "the applicants had no property in the money deposited

The money was the property of the CBA": PI 1831 ICAB 301

21

22.

10

20

30

6
Further, as to the 111ntts of this presumption when Interpreting particular words in an Act, see NS\
Abortginol Land Council, Minister Aim, mule"ing the Crown Lands Act (2016) 260 CLR 232 at 1331-t341
(French CJ, Kiefel, Bell and Koane ID and 1921-t941 (Gageler I)
P"oceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth), ss 29(2)(d)
Proneeds of dim, AC! 2002 (Cth), s 317(I); Htt"t at 83 171 0</6fel CJ, Bell, Gag, for and Edelman ID
Appellants Book of Further Materials pp 2-4

7
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23 The Court of Appeal disagreed, in part, with the priinaryjudge's charactensation of the

property. It agreed that the relevant property was not accurately described as "funds

standing to the credit of the appellants' bank accounts": CA 121 ICAB 611. It also

agreed that "the appellants possessed a chose in action in respect of each of their banl<

accounts enforceable against the Coriumonwealth Bank constituted by the right to

compel the bank upon demand to pay to, or at their direction, an amount equivalent to

the amount standing to the credit of each of their accounts": CA 1481, 1801 ICAB 76,

841. However, the Court of Appeal considered tlTat the question in issue depended on

the meaning of the defined tern}s in the Act, rather than on general principles

conceniing t}Te characteris ation of a customer's interest in a bank accouiTt: CA 1541

ICAB 77-781. It held that the "Tight to demand payment of the amount standing to the

credit of the account is a 'right' or 'power ... in connection with the property', being the

appellants' chose in action as it affects a change in the amount of the demand which

may be made": CA 18/1 ICAB 851. That brought it within the definition of "interest" in

s 338 of the Act, and thus within the definition of "property' in s 338, such that on each

deposit the appellants acquired an interest in property for the purposes of the Act,

notwithstanding that each deposit did not create a new chose in action: CA 1621,11371

ICAB 79, 10/1. " There was no appeal against that aspect of the Court of Appeal's

reasoning. As such, the "property' at issue in this appeal should be understood in the

wayjust described.

The relevant property having been conceded to be the proceeds of crime (PI 1281; CA

191 ICAB 14-15,631), it could not be excluded from the restraining order under s 29 of

the Act unless it had "ceased' to have that status by reason of s 330(4). However, the

primary judge held, and the Court of Appeal unanimously agreed, that the appellants

had failed to discharge the burden of showing t}Tat s 330(4)(a) applied. "

To succeed in this appeal, the appellants therefore need to establish that the Court of

10

20 24.

25

Appeal erred 11T relation to all three of the following limbs of s 330(4)(a): (1) "third

30

party"; (11) "for sufficient consideration"; and (111) "circumstances that would not arouse

10
See also Commissioner o1 the HUS!fondn FederQ! Police v Konint!thu (N0 3) [2017] WASC 108 at t1161
(Allanson J)
Lorditr}!to v Coinmissio"e, . of the Australian Federal Police [2018] NSWCA 199 at 1/17], 1140] and t1631
(Beadey P and Payne IA), 12351 (MCColl JA); Commissioner of the Australian FederttlPofice v Lordidnto
[2017] NSWSC 1196 at 1/27]

11
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a reasonable suspicion". For the reasons that follow, the Court of Appeal's reasons

disclose no such errors.

"thirdp"rty, "

26. Section 330(4)(a), read with s 317(I), requires an applicant for an exclusion order under

s 29 to establisl} that he or she is a "third party". The text invites the question - "third

party to what?" - and thereby presents a constructional choice. The appellants contend

that the telm "third art " here refers to a erson who is not art to the criminal

10

9,911i, 1:1 that causes the relevant property to become tainted. They embrace the

construction advanced by MCColl IA, in dissent on this point, who held that a third

palty is a person who was not "Intentionally complicit"" in that criminal activity: CA

12271 tCAB 1281; As t101, 1161. On that basis, they contend that, because the

stiTICturing offences were transactions between unknown depositors and the CBA, they

were third parties to that Grilltinality, and thus satisfied this element in s 330(4)(a)

The primary judge, and a majority of the Coint of Appeal (Bearley P and Pawe IA),

rejected that construction: PI 11051; CA 1/171 tCAB 36,961. For the following five

reasons, they were correct to do so.

Ant, starting with the text, the tenn "tint party' is used in the Act only in s 330(4)(a),

and is not defined. The ordinary meaning of that tenn encompasses "any person other

than the principals to some transaction, proceeding, or agreement"." It is coriumonly

used with that meaning in contract law, in connection with notions of prtvity. '' By

contrast, the terni "third party" is not ordinarily used in the context of Griniinal law,

where the relevant concepts are ordinarily expressed in tenns of primary or secondary

liability

27

28

20

12
The word "intentionally" in that formulation appears at least substantially superfluous, as intention is
inherent in complicity (leaving aside joint criminal enterprises, which are sui genei. is: Miller v The Queen
(2016) 259 CLR 380 at 1331-t341): see, eg, Grinxinal Code s 11.2(3), which provides that for a person to be
complicit in the coinimssion of an offence, he or she must have intended that his or her conduct would aid,
abet, counsel or procur, the commssion of an offence; Hond!en v The Quern (2011) 245 CLR 282 at 289 191
(French CJ, Gullnnow, Hayne, CTennan, Kiefel and Bell ID
Macquarie Dictionary Publishers 2019, Macqz!one Dictionary 0121^^e. The Oxford Online Dictionary
relevant defines "third party" as "a person besides the two primarily involved in a situation"
See, for example, the use of that tenn in Trident General Irisu, .ance Co Ltd v MCNiece Bi. OS Ply^ Ltd (1988)
165 CLR 107 and G, bbs , Mercantile Mumo! Iristt"ance 44"width) Ltd (2003) 214 CLR 604 (denoting a
person not a party to an instrance policy), and Rinehnrt v Hancock Prospecting Po, Ltd 120191 HCA 13 (a
person not party to an arbitration agreement)

30

13

14
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29 Consistently with its ordinary meaning the majority held tlTat, 11T tlTe context of

s 330(4)(a), the terni "third party" refers to a person who was not involved in the

transaction by which the property first became the proceeds or an instin. mient of an

offen. ^: CA 11011, 1/151 ICAB 92,951. Section 330(4)(a) directs attention not to

WITethe^ a person is a third party to the 91, ,^!!j:{, but to whether a person who has

acquired property was "wholly removed" from tlTe property at the time that it became

the proceeds or an instrument of an} offence. That is consistent with the role of the

"important concepts" in ss 329 and 330, which is to stamp property with the character

of being proceeds or an instrument of an offence. The subject-matter of these sections

is not the coriumission of offences, but the quest101T of when and whether property is,

becomes, remains and ceases to be proceeds or an instrrunent of an offence. '' Their

primary concern is with property, not criminal offending. That points against the tenn

"third party" being concerned with involvement in criminal offending. So, too, does the

innnediate contextin which tlTe phrase appears, being "ifit Ithe propertyl is acquired by

a third party for sufficient consideration", that context being concerned with the

circumstances in which property Is acquired, rather than with responsibility for a

criminal offence. 16

Second, to construe the terni "third party' as referring only to a person who is not

intentionally complicit in the relevant offence gives that terni little, if any, work to do.

indeed, the appellants admitted as much in submissions below, contending that the team

"had 00 s^pante work to do in s 330(4)(a)": CA 11001, 11/11 ICAB 91,941. That

follows because of the cumulative requirement in s 330(4)(a) concerning 1</10wledge or

a reasonable suspicion of criminality, which would aiready eliminate a person who is

intentionally complicit in the offending. One reason to reject the appellants'

construction is therefore that it fails to give meaning to every word in the enaciment. "

A related point is that the presence in s 330(4)(a) of an express mental element - the

knowledge or reasonable suspicion limb - points against there being an additional

10

30.

20

31

15

30

See Commissioner of cheat!strandn Fedei. alPo/ice v Kanmttthtt IN0 21 120181 WASCA 192 (Con, missioner
of the, FF V Knit, ,, wthi, ,V0 20 at 1396j (Mumhy and Beech 11A)

See ibid at 13971 (Mumhy and Beecl} JJA)

Phi"!of M47,072 , D, },, am. -Gore""/ of Scowlty (2012) 251 CLR I at 38 14/1 (Fren. h CJ); Plan, tiff
Min/2011 v Minister/or Immigration grid Gifue"ship (2011) 244 CLR 144 at 192 1971 (Gummow, Hayne,
CTennan and Bell ID; PI'dyect Bille Sky Inc v Australian Broadcnsting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355 at 381
17/1 NGHngh, Gununow, Kithy and Hawe ID

16

17
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(unexpressed) mental element framed in telms of "intentional coinplicity". Had

Parliament intended to confine the meaning of "third party' to a person who was not

intentionally complicit in the coriumission of an offence, it would be expected to have

done so expressly, as it did elsewhere in the Act. For example, s 323(I)(c) allows the

Court to award costs to a successful applicant for an exclusion order upon satisfaction

that "the person was not involved in any way In tlTe coriumission of the offence" in

respect of which the relevant forfeinte order or restraining order was Inade. Similarly,

s 102(2) of the Act, in the fonnin which it was enacted, peruiitted the court to make an

order for the transfer of forfeited property provided that "the applicant was not, in any

way, involved in the coriumission of the offence to which the forfeiture relate[d]"

Section 330(4)(a) appeared alongside s 1020) in this fonn until s 102 was am61Tded in

2010, so tlTe contrast in language is revealing. " In Commissioner of the AFP V Halt,

GOTdon I, with whose factual analysis and legal conclusions the other members of the

Court agreed, " explained that, "notwithstanding that the applicant was not in any way

involved in the coriumission of the offence to which the forfeiture relates", s 1020)

required the applicant to satisfy the court of two Inatters, one of which was that 'their

interest in the forfeited property is, relevantly, ITot "proceeds of the offence"'." That

reco ises that a erson's involvement in an offence is an en uir that is distinct from

10

20

32

whether the relevant property constittites or remains the "proceeds of an offence"

Third, the appellants' construction fails to take account of the context provided by

reading s 330 as a whole, which has a temporal element. " Sub-section (4) governs the

circumstances in which property "ceases"' to be proceeds or an instrument of an

offence. By contrast, sub-ss (1) and (2) govern when property "becomes" proceeds or

an instrument of an offence, while sub-s (3) governs when property "remains" proceeds

or an instrument of an offence. Under s 330(4)(a), property "ceases" to be the proceeds

or an instrument of an offence only if it I:: "acquired" by a third party without the third

party knowing, or it being reasonable to suspect, that the property was proceeds (again,

suggesting acquisition after property has been tainted). As a matter of logic, and on the

ordinary meaning of the words used, the property must have been proceeds or an

30
18

19
By the Crimes Legislation Amendme}tt 45'81iot!s and OrgoJ?ised Crime, I Act (7\10.2) 2010 (Cth)
Hort at 82 121 (Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Edelman ID
Hn"t at 102 1771-t781 (GOTdonI)
Qin, "intone" of InertFP, Kul, math, ,IN, 21 at t3991-t4001 (Mumhy and B. .. h11A)

20

21
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instrument of an offence before it can cease to have that character: see CA 1102j, 1/131,

1/161 ICAB 92,95-961. " Yet, o1\ the appellants' construction of "third party", by one

and the same transaction, property calT simultaneously both "become" and "cease" to be

the proceeds or an instrument of an offence. It is this construction, and not that of the

majority in the Court below, that is productive of absurdity (cf As t221)

Contrary to As t171-1181, s 330(4) does not contemplate that cessation takes place only

upon the hearing of an application under ss 29,49 or 73. To the contrary, the logic of

s 330 is that property "ceases" to be proceeds or instrument of an offence under s 330(4)

at the time when any of the events Identified in sub-paragraphs (a) to (g) occur. That

reading is supported by sub-s (5), which identifies circumstances in which property may

again become the proceeds or instrument of an offence

Fowlth, the appellants' claim that a person is a "tlTird party' provided he or she is not

"Intentionally complicit" in the criminal offending that results in property becoming the

proceeds or instrument of an offence misapprehends the fundamental premise of the

statutory scheme, which is that the forfeiture of property does not require proof of

criminal conduct '' let alone proof of personal involvement in such conduct. As the

majority recognised, the Act establishes a regime that focuses on transactions, rather

than the involvement of persons in criminal conduct: CA 1941-t951 tCAB 901. It

evinces a legislative intention to "provide a broad intrusion upon private property rights

with the avowed aim of forfeiting property which constitutes proceeds of an offence"

CA 1931 ICAB 89-901

Fillh, the appellants' submissions are founded upon an incomplete description of the

legislative object of s 330(4)(a) - namely "to prevent the deprivation of property except

for sufficient cause": As t181. " The legislative object is better understood as identified

by the Australian Law Refonn Collrrnission in its report titled Coiniscqtion that Cot!nts,

namely: "to eliminate, or reduce to the extent practicable, the scope for third parties to

obtain relief from restraining and forfeiture orders . . . where the third party interest is

33

10

34

20

35

30

22

23
See also ibid at 11741-[1761 (Buss P), 1401] (Mumhy and Beech IA)
For example, the making of a restraining order does not require a finding that a particular offence has been
coinimtted: Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth), s 19(4). Slimlarly, property can be proceeds of an offence or
an instrument of an offence even if no person has been convicted of the offence: s 329(3)
As to the role of the legislative object, see, eg, SZL4L V Ministei. 101. Imniigration and Bordei' Pi"orection
(2017) 262 CLR 362 at 368 1141 (Kiefel CJ, Nettle and GOTdon ID

24
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acquired otherwise from a bond/ide and at amI'S length transaction. ""

The focus of the Act on transactions and property, rather than criminal culpability,

advances the objects of depriving persons of the proceeds and instnurients of offences

(s 5(a)); of preventing the reinvesiment of proceeds or instruments in further criminal

activities (s 5(d)); and of enabling law o1}forcement authorities effectiveIy to trace

proceeds and instrLunents of offences (s 5(e)). It also provides a direct incentive for

persons to be vigilant in taking steps to ensure that: (a) they do not become party to

transactions which first cause property to become tainted; and (b) they do not become

party to any later transaction by which tainted property passes unless they calT prove to

the satisfaction of a court that their acquisition was for sufficient consideration and was

in circumstances that would not arouse the specified reasonable suspicion. Where that

incentive to be vigilant is increased, there is a consequential disincentive, and reduced

OPPortimty, for criminals to engage in money laundering. Money launderers will find it

more difficult to hide proceeds or instrTiments of CTime. This serves the objects of

deterring persons from breaching Coriumonwealth laws (s 5(c)); and of widennining the

profitability of cmninal enterprises (s 5(da))

The appellants are wrong to assert that, on the majority's construction, "no acquirer of

the proceeds of an offence may ever avail themselves of para 330(4)(a)" (cf As 1201)

The premise for that submission is that dealing with the proceeds of an offence is itself

an offence contrary to Div 400 of the Criminal Code (Cth). That is not universally true,

since it will depend upon the circumstances of the particular dealing. " in any event, the

majority below considered this objection, and addressed it by holding that the relevant

36

10

37

20

transaction to which a person must be a "third party" is the transaction by which

property "first becomes" the proceeds orinstnunent of an offence: CA 11/5j ICAB 951

On that construction, the toun "third party" excludes a person who acquires property

through the very transaction by which that property becomes proceeds or an instrument

25
Australian Law Refonn Coriumssion 1999, Report 87. Confiscation that Collnis at 112.82j, cited at As t141,
and .xtracted at CA 1901 ICAB 87-881

us Sections 400.3(I), 400.4(I), 400.5(I), 400.6(I), 400.7(I) and 400.8(I) of the CTintinal Code require an a. toal
beliefthat the money or property was the proceeds of, or an actual belief that it will become an instrument of;

S. .ti. us 400.3(2), 400.4(2), 400.5(2), 400.6(2), 400.7(2) and 400.8(2) req, in re. }rl. ssness, and
ss 400.3(3), 400.4(3), 400.5(3), 400.6(3), 400.7(3) and 400.8(3) require negligence, as to the relevant state of
fact. Section 400.9 applies if it is reasonable to suspect that the money or property is the proceeds of crime,
subject to the deerhing provisions in sub-s (2), unless the defendant disproves reasonable grounds for
suspicion (sub-s (5)), ifthe amountis $100,000 or more. Further, s 400.10 provides a defence of mistake of
fact, as to the value of the money or property, in relation to each of these offences

30

crime
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of an offence, but not a party to any subsequent transaction involving t}Tat property

(even if the subsequent dealing with that property involves a further offence). The

focus is on the transaction by which property "first becomes" proceeds or an instrument

of an offence because, once property becomes "tailTted property" (s 338), it retains that

status even if converted into different fomis, including by deposit into an account (ss

300(I) and 330(3)): CA 11/21 ICAB 951. Subsequ. nt dealings with the tainted property

do not affect its character

On that analysis the appellants were not third parties, because their interest in the funds

in their account was acquired in the course of the very transaction (the making of the

structured deposits into their accounts) that was an element of the offence that rendered

that interest the proceeds or instrument of an offence. "

Contrary to As t211, the ina, ionty's constructioiT is consistent with the example given in

the Revised Explanatory Memorandum to the Proceeds of Crime Bill 2002 (Cth)."

When A uses the proceeds of an offence to purchase a house from a vendor (B), the

purchase money does not become, by that transaction, the proceeds or an instrument of

an offence. The house would become proceeds of an offence. " But, provided B does

not kilow and has no cause to suspect that the money used to purchase the house is the

proceeds of an offence, B is a "third party" who may rely on s 330(4)(a)," because B
was not a art to a transaction whereb the UTChase mone as o OSed to the house

38

10

39

20

40

became the proceeds of an offence

As to As 1221 and 1241, the appellants' resort to "silly examples" should not divert the

Court from the task of interpreting the language that Parliament has chosen. " There Is

no doubt that civil forfeiture regimes may operate adversely upon persons who are not

27
The relevant offence being that created by s 142(I) of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Fine", i"gH, t 2006 (Cth) (AML Art), whichis reprodu. .d at CAB 11-12
R, vis^d Explanatory M, inorandum, horneds of C, jin, Bill2002 (Cth) at I 19
Both by operation of s 330(I), and also by reason of s 329(I), as the house would have been wholly derived
from the coinihission of an offence, being dealing with proceeds of crime
In Con^mixio"," of th, AFP , K"Iim"tm IN0 21 at 14531, Mumhy and B^. ch 11A a. bowledgad that th.
analysis of the worked exanlPIGS by Beadey P and Pawe IA at [11/1,11/21,1/14]-t1151 "may go towards
resolving at least some, and perhaps many, of the anomalous conseqtiences to which the respondents point"
See, eg, ABCC V Cons!IWCtion, Forestry, Mining tind Energy Union (2018) 262 CLR 157 at 1941 (Keane,
Nettle and GOTdon ID; Waner v Harg'ayes Secured Investments Lid (2012) 245 CLR 311 at 1161 (French CJ,
CT. unan and Kiefel JJ); Tarne" v George Weste"" Foods Ltd 120071 NSWCA 67 at 1591 (Campbell JA, with
wl}om Be azley and Hodgson 11A agreed); Commissioner of State Revenue v EHL Bui, gess Properties PO,
Ltd (2015) 209 LGERA 314,120151 VsCA 269 at 1721 (TateIA, KyrouIA and Robson A1A)

28

29

30

30
31
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themselves complicit in an offence '' ai}d that they may operate hat'shly, " including

because the value of the property that is forfeited need not be in proportion to the

contribution made by proceeds of crime. " However, it distorts analysis to focus just on

one part of the regime, without considerat101T of other parts that may amenorate what

would otherwise be harsh operations. " Further, to the extent that harsh operations

remain, Brennan I acctirately identified the position when he stated in Re Director of

Pubtic Prosecutions, . Ex parte Law/er" that "modem statutes which provide for the

forfeitore of property owned by an innocent person" are flustified on the footing that

the liability to forfeiture enlists the owner's participation in ensuting the observance of

the law and procludes future use of the thing forfeited in the coriumission of GIIme"." In

a similar vein in the same case, MCHugh I observed

Ifjorfeitare of property used or involved in the coriumission of a breach of the
criminal or civil law has been seen for centuries as a reasonably appropriate
means of obtaining compliance with such alaw, irrespective of the degree offault
attributable to the owner of the goods. "

The Australiai} Law Refonn Commission correctly summarised the position as follows

"tclotrrts in the United Kingdom, the United States and Australia have long recognised

the draconian effects of in rent forfeitui'e and yet, notwithstanding their traditional

tendency to seek to amenorate the harsh application of laws, have had little difficulty In

giving them full force and effect".

10

41

20

32
See, in the context of the Confiscation AC!1997 (Vic), DPP, Ng, ,yen (2009) 23 VR 66 at t1151 (Maxwell P,
Weinberg IA and Kyrou A1A). There are provisions in the Act that may be invoked to amenorate certain
perceived injustices. For example, s 42(5)(b) Ginpowers tlTe court to revoke a restraining order if satisfied
that it is in the interests of justice to do so. Section 72 obliges the court, in certain circumstances, to direct
the Commonwealth to pay a specified amount to a dependant of a person whose property is forfeited, if this
would relieve hardship to the dependant caused by the forfeiture order
Eg Burton v HonQn (1952) 86 CLR 169 at 178-179, DIXon CJ observing that "in the history of English and
Australian customs legislation forfeittire provisions are common, drastic and far-reaching"
Han at 1101 and 1141 (Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and EdelmanID
In addition to the provisions noted in fn 32 above, ss 77 and 78 of the Act provide for compensation in
specified circumstances where property is subject to forfeitore or has been forfeited, but where a person holds
an Interest in that property that Is not proceeds or an Instrument of an offence
(1994) 179 CLR 270
Re Director of Public Prosecutions, ' Expui'te Lawful (1994) 179 CLR 270 (L"wlei. ) at 279 (Brennan I). See
also Cheat!ey v The Quee" (1972) 127 CLR 291 at 303 (M. 11zies I), 310 (Mason I)
Lawful at 294 (MCHugh I); and, to slimlar effect, see 276 (Mason CD, 289-90 (Dawson J, with whom
Toohey J relevantly agreed). See also Attorney-Gene""I (N7) , Einine"son (2014) 253 CLR 393 at 4/8-4/9
1201; Irkti, , Dire, to" of AMi, P",,, c"ti',", 474 (2011) 243 CLR 478 at 489 1261-t271
Australian Law Reform Coriumssion 1999, Report 87. ' Confiscation that Gownis at 116.291
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'I'm' s". fficieiit consideration "

42. Even if the appellants were "third parties", their interest in the deposits in the GBA

accounts did not cease to be proceeds of crime under s 330(4)(a) unless it was acquired

"for sufficient consideration". That requirement places a constraint upon the

circumstances in which property may be placed beyond the reach of the Act. It guards

agaiiTst circumvention of the civil forfeitLire regime. "

43 Section 338 of the Act defines "sufficient consideration" as "consideration that is

sufficient and that reflects the value of the property, having regard solely to coriumercial

considerations"." The requirement that consideration be "sufficient" is familiar to

contract aiTd property law. Though the scope of that tenn varies depending upon the

context in which it is used, at its core is the notion that some money or value must pass

between parties to a transaction, in order to make a promise enforceable or to Inove a

transfer. " This is based on the idea of reciprocity as a precondition for legal

recognition, " and is reflected in the general principle that equity will not assist a

volunteer. 44

10

44 The Court of Appeal unanimously affinned the primary judge's conclusion (PI

11071-t1101 ICAB 36~371) that the appellants had failed to prove they had acquired their

interest in the funds in their bank accounts "for sufficient consideration": CA 11331,

11401, 11661 ICAB 100,102,1081. That finding was correct. The appellants' evidence

was fundamentally inconsistent with their ability to prove that requirement, because

t}Telr case was that they did not acquire property from the hidonesian In oney remitters to

whom they paid funds. It follows that their rights against those money remitters under

Indonesian law, whatever they may be, by reason of the money remitters' failure to

transfer funds to the appellants' Australian bank accounts, remain. They are not before

this Court

20

40
DPP (Pic) v Le at 577 1451 (Gunmiow and Hayne ID. Their Honours dissented, but not on a relevant point
See also the Revised Explanatory Memorandum to the Proceeds of Crime Bill2002 (Cth) at 1/9, noting that
"[a] person who receives the proceeds of ai] offence as a gift (and therefore does not supply any consideration
for the property) will be liable to forfeit that property"
Cf the legislation under consideration in DPP rigi v Lee (2007) 232 CLR 562
ChiefCommissio"e" of State Re, e""e (NSll? v DickSmith Electronics Holdi"gs Pty Ltd (2005) 221 CLR 496
at 504-505 1221-t241 (Gleeson CJ and Callinan J); Archibn/dHowie Pty Ltd v Commissionei' of Slainp Duties
(NS11:) (1948) 77 CLR143 all52 (DIXonJ)
DPP (Pic) , Le at 591 t1081 (Kithy and CTennanID
DPP (Piq) , re at 575 t371 (Gununow and Hayne ID

30
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.

45 In this Court, the appellants frankly and correctly acl<nowledge that the hundreds of

depositsinto their bank accountsin sums of less than $10,000 "were made by strangers

in the course of a money laundering process kilown as 'cuckoo sinnrfing"': As 171. It

follows that there is no dispute that the funds in the appellants' bank accounts were

placed there ITot by the money remitters, but by strangers who were engaged In money-

laundering: CA 11371 ICAB 10/1. The appellants' interest arose from cash deposits

made by those strangers. But tlTe appellants provided no consideration to them. On

their own case, the appellants "had no connection, contractual or otherwise" with the

persons who made tlTose deposits: CA 11381 ICAB 10/1. Further, they specifically

disavowed any suggestion that they had agreed, wit}T anybody, that money would be

transferred from hidonesia to Australia by the making of structured cas}T deposits of

under $10,000 at CBA branches across Australia: CA 11381 ICAB 10/1. Indeed, their

clann to have beeiT victims of "cuckoo smarting" was tliat "the deposits in their

Australian CBA accounts were sourced not from their own funds, but from roceeds, in

10

Australia, of criminal activity": PI 1551 (emphasis added) ICAB 21-221. Their claim to

have fallen victim to "cuckoo sinurfing" was therefore in fundamental tension with their

claim that the funds they had paid to hidonesian money transmitters were "transferTed"

into their CBA accounts, that being the only basis upon which they contended that the

deposits into their accounts had beeninade "for sufficient consideration": PI 1581,11061

ICAB 22,361

"circ"Inst""ces that 11,0111d not "rowse " reaso""b!e suspicion "

46. Even if the appellants were "third parties" who provided "sufficient consideration" for

their interest in the funds in their bank accounts, that interest nevertheless did not

"cease" to be tl}e proceeds of an offence under s 330(4)(a) unless it was acquired by the

appellants without them "kilowing, and in circumstances that would not arouse a

reasonable suspicion . . . that the property was proceeds of an offence or an instrument

of an offence"

47. The primary judge found that the appellants had not established that the property was

acquired without their ISP, g^^^ that it was either proceeds or an instrument of an

offence: PI 1/231 ICAB 401. That finding was not disturbed on appeal, and it is not the

subject of any ground of appeal to this Court, although it is mentioned in passing in the

appellants' submissions: As 1341. On that undisturbed finding of the primary judge,

20

30
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I

s 330(4)(a) could have no application. It is therefore difficult to see why the Court need

Ginbarl< on any examination of the "reasonable suspicion" limb

In any case, the primary judge found that the appellants' bank account statements

demonstrated a pattern of activity that would arouse a suspicion in any reasonable

person, as would the manner in which Ms KoeiTtia was asked to make the deposits in

hidonesia: PI 1/261 ICAB 411. The evidence before the primary judge, summarised at

161-t171 above, provided ample support for that conclusion. " in particular, the fact that

Ms Koemia deposited veiy large stuns into the accounts of people she did not know, the

manner in which the funds were deposited into t}Te appellants' CBA accounts over a

period of two years, the sheer. ITumber of structured cash deposits, the value of the

money so deposited, and the fact that many of the deposits were made at multiple

branches throughout Australia on a single day - all of which were matters known to the

appellants - together with the absence of any explanation for the manner and fonn of

the deposits, provided a finn basis upon whirl} to conclude that the appellants failed to

disprove the arousal of a reasonable suspicion that the property was the proceeds or an

instnurient of an offence

Consistently with t}Te primary Judge's findings, the Court of Appeal uriainmously

considered the conclusion "inevitable" that the circumstances were such as to arouse a

reasonable suspicion that the funds being paid into the appellants' bank accounts were

the proceeds of an offence or an instrument of an offence: CA 11631 ICAB 107-1081

There is no basis to imp11^I that conclusion. The facts 1</10wn to the appellants are not

in dispute and, on the basis of those facts, the Court of Appeal's conclusion was clearly

correct. To the extent that a reasonable suspicion is dependent on what is subjectiveIy

known to the person in question (As 1381), the appellants point to no authority that

suggests that this requirement extends to knowledge of the law. The appellants'

complaint that the Court of Appeal did not identify the pal^ from which

the proceeds would be reasonably suspected of having been derived is therefore

48

10

49

20

50

45

30

At As 1471, 1491, 1561 and 1671-t691, the appellants describe Ms Koemia's evidence on this issue as
"oredible" and "unchallenged". However, at PI t1151 tCAB 38-391, the primary judge found that Ms
Koemia's evidence, as to the manner in which she made the deposits in Indonesia, was "wholly
unconvincing"; and at PI 1/161 ICAB 391, her Honour found that Ms Koerhia's denials that she ever thought
the multiple sub-$10,000 cash deposits into her CBA accotmts were odd or unusual, was "also
unconvincing". The findings at PI 1/161, 1/201 and 1/231 ICAB 39,401, read fairly, .on stinted a rejection of
Ms Koemia's denials recorded at PI 1631 ICAB 241. Fu, ther, th. denials cone. tod at As 1531-1541
themselves indicate that the appellants' evidence was relevantly challenged in cross-exanitnation
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misplaced: As 1361,1421. The submission reads words into the Act that are not there

All that s 330(4)(a) requires is a reasonable suspicion that property is the proceeds of

"an offence". It is plainly possible for a person to have a reasonable suspicion that

property is the proceeds of an offence without Tmowing what offence. For example, if a

person is approached in a pub and offered designer goods at 10% of their market value

on the basis that the goods "fell off the back of a truck", that would ground a reasonable

suspicion that the goods were the proceeds of crime, althoug}T the particular offence

could not be identified (possibilities involving, for example, theft, burglary, aimed

robbery or fraud). It would be inconsistent with the statutory regime for property to

cease to be proceeds of crime simply because, even though there is an obvious basis to

suspect that the property is the proceeds of GIIme, there is no way to link that suspicion

to any particular offence

Further, the appellants' argument that the suspicion must relate to a particular offence

erodes the express distinction in the statutory text between "knowledge" and

"reasonable suspicion". A "reasonable suspicion" is positioned somewhere on the

continuum between "complete incredulity" and "comfortable belief'." The "reasonable

suspicion" test is objective. " That application of that test is not limited or controlled by

a person's subjective ignorance of the law. " To the coiTtrary, the authorities concerning

the meaning of "reasonable suspicion" direct attention to the facts that will satisfy that

test. Thus, this Court has observed that "Itlhe facts which can reasonably ground a

SIIS ICion in a be nite insufficient reasonabl to owld a belief et some factual basis

10

51.

20

for the suspicion must be shown. "" A suspicion "in its ordinary meatng is a state of

conjecture or surmise where PIQQ_f is lacking"." As such, "the notion which 'reason to

suspect' expresses. . . is. . . of something which in all the circumstances would create in

the Thind of a reasonable person in the position of the payee an actual apprehension or

46
POWe!/ , Le"than (1930) 44 CLR 470 at 478; see also P, .tor , Mole (2017) 261 CLR 265 at 1241 (Gageler I,
dissenting)
DPP (Pigl , Le at 565 111 (Gleeson CD, 595 11271-t1281 (Kithy and CTennan 11). See also Pi. ior v Mole
(2017) 261 CLR 265 at 270 141 (Kiefel CJ and Bell I), 277-278 t241-t261 (Gageler I, dissenting), 292 1731
(Nom, I), 298 t991 (Gord, nI); M, Ki""on , Scoret", y, Day", inari ofT",",,,, y (2006) 228 CLR 423 at 1101
S, e further Coinmissio"," ofth, HFP , Kulim"th" IN0 21 at t2891 (Buss P)
George v Rockett (1990) 170 CLR 104 at 1/5 (Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane, Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron and
MCHugh ID (emphasis added)
Ibid. See also Raddockv Taylor (2005) 222 CLR 612 at 632-633 t711 (MCHughI, dissenting)
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a

fear"." If a reasonable person with kilowledoe of the facts kilown to the appellants

would have a reasonable suspicion that property was the proceeds of an offence of some

kind, then the appellants cannot escape t}Tat conclusion simply by claiming ignorance of

the law.

52 It would be inconsistent with tlTe objects of tlTe Act, and would invite circunTvention of

the statutory scheme, if property was beyond the reach of the Act simply because it was

transferred to a person who, while suspecting that the property was the proceeds of

crime of some kind, was sufficiently ignorant of the law that he or she could not fomi

that suspicion in relation to aiTy specific off61Tce. This is particularly so where the

relevant offence is "of a relatively technical Idnd" the existence of which may not be

widely kilown: of As 1431. That kiiTd of problem is the very thing the "reasonable

suspicion" limb of the test is designed to avoid. " For that reason, the Couit of Appeal

was correct to rely, albeit only by analogy, on the proposition that ignorance of the law

10

is no excuse: CA 1161j ICAB 1071. As Gleeson CJ and KITby I said in OStrowski v

Polmer:

Professor Glanville Williams said that almost the only kilowledge of law that
many people possess is the kilowledge that ignorance of the law is no excuse
when a person is char'ged with an offence. This does not mean that people are
presumed to how the law. Such a presumption would be absurd. Rather, it
means that, if a person is alleged to have coriumtted an offence, It is both
necessary and sufficient for the prosecution to prove the elements of the offence,
and it is irrelevant to the question of guilt that the accused person was not aware
that those elements constituted an offence

Consistently with the above, the Court of Appeal's construction of s 330(4)(a) does not

"imputjel knowledge" of the law to a person seeking to invoke the benefit of that

provision (cf As 142). It simply requires a court to asl< whether, in the prevailing

factual circumstances known to the person who acquires property, a reasonable person

would have suspected - that is, ITeld an apprehension or fear, even though proof is

lacking - that the property was the proceeds of an offence of some 1<1nd

The appellants' criticism of the Court of Appeal's reliance on the above principle to

infonn the construction of a civil statute is misplaced: As t371, 1451. It ignores the fact

that the civil statute 11T question uses the words "reasonable suspicion" in a context that

20
53.

54

30
51

52

53

gttee"SIa"dBnco" Ply^ Ltd, fuer (1966) 1/5 CLR 266 at 303 (Kitto I)
DPP (Pigl, Le at 565 1/1 (Gle. son CD, 583-584 [721-[731,595 1127]-t1281 (Kithy and CTennan ID
(2004) 218 CLR 493 at 500 " (Gleeson CJ and Kithy J) doomote o1intted)
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is directed to CTirntnal offending. Given that ignorance of the law is not an excuse even

in the criminal context (where the consequence of breach of the nomi of which the

person is ignorant may be severe punishment, and where concern for the riglits of an

accused is particularly acute), it would produce incoherence in the law if such ignorance

took property beyond the reach of an Act that is specifically directed to restraining and

seizing the proceeds of crime even where cmninal liability was not established. For that

reason, the appellants are quite wrong to submit that "ttlhere is no reason. . . to deny

third party property rights when an acquirer is ignorant of law": As 1431. There is every

reason to do so, so as to prevent circumvention of the statutory scheme. Ignorance of

the law is no more relevant to the operation of the Act than it is in any other context.

The appellants' recourse to the principle of legality (As 1441) similarly does not assist

them. in It G or7:) v Eininerson, his Court considered an argument, based on the

pmiciple of legality, that a provision in the Criminal Property Forfeiture Itct (NT)

should be consimed in a manner said to better advance the protection of fundamental

property rights. " It rejected that argument, preferring a construction of the provision

that aligned more closely with its text and that accorded with, rather than frustrated, the

stated objectives of the statutory scheme. " The same approach is appropriate here.

For the above reasons, the appeal should be disimssed with costs.56

20

PART Vl

The respondent estimates that up to 2.5 hours may be required for the presentation of his oral

argonient in this matter and in Kanmz, tht, & A1zother v Commissioner of the AUStra!tore

Fadero1 Police (P 17/2019).

ESTlllylATE

Dated: 5 June 2
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-General ofS
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T: (02) 6/4/4145
stephen. doriaghue@ag. gov. au
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Attorney-General or7) v Eininerson (2014) 253 CLR 393 at 439 t861
Attorney-Generator7;), Einine, son (2014) 253 CLR 393 at 439-440 t871-t881
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